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Press Release/community notes
What: Jorge Hitchcock, new paintings “FIGURATIVELY SPEAKING”
Where: Tsunami Books, 2585 Willamette, Eugene, Oregon.
Hours: Everyday 10 – 7pm, Sunday: noon – 5pm.
When: Show dates: September 1 – 30th
Reception: Saturday, Sept. 8th, 5 – 7pm along with poetry reading of Jorge
Hitchcock’s work.
What works for Eugene? Eugene is a place for sparks, Eugene is a
medium for creativity, it has the ability to spark ingenuity, creativity and magic,
and it has the ability to bring people together causing a spark and new fire for
thought, poetry, design, food, music, art and friendship. Jorge Hitchcock is a
genuine spark that lights up Eugene.
We are so lucky to have Jorge Hitchcock with us, now 93+ he has been
very quiet in our midsts. He went through public school in Eugene, then
continued his education at the UofO and did many crazy and great things during
his career. Jorge is a large man, standing over 6’3”, who over his life has worked
as a ship fitter, a gardener, actor, writer, producer and publisher to name a few.
One of his important sparks was KAYAK, his literary magazine of the mid 20th
century. Writers were encouraged to submit short stories and poetry and artists
sent in artwork. Most published talents went on to become some of Americas
most respected writers, poets and artists. The National Endowment of the Arts
honored Jorge in 2003, for his contribution to 20th century American literature.
Kayak was a medium creating a spark that encouraged all artists to participate,
readers enjoyed the new talents and freedoms put before them, in turn they too
were sparked.
Jorge Hitchcock is an accomplished writer, poet, publisher and major
influence who is considered an American great literary today. In 1980, Jorge put
down the pen for a paintbrush. He had said all he needed to and painting was the
new medium for his spark. He enjoys painting everyday genre of people “the
figure”. Children at play, men and women at work and play, animals and pets.
Often using bright color to accentuate his characters along with lines and patterns,
he creates a moment that we all remember, whether it is sitting on the porch,
combing our hair or having lunch, Jorge is able to capture that moment for us.
Jorge spends half his time in Mexico, the home of his paintbrush and
palette and where he observes many human traits and characteristics. He is able
to see the human condition at rest and at work and record those moments. Jorge’s
work is just fun, he brings out the best traits we have, his work is what the word
“family” is all about.
“I have been delighted to know Jorge since 1988 and have appreciated his candor
and playfulness. He is a wordsmith, that is, he has a way with words: precise,
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colorful and grinning” I’m sure Jorge would not agree that grinning is a verb, but
when thinking of Jorge it is!”(if you want me to take this part out, just let me
know) says Candy Moffett, curator and Director for Alder Gallery. Please stop
by and view his paintings at Tsunami Books, 2585 Willamette, Eugene, Oregon.
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